Abstract-Selecting the appropriate resources for the particular task is one of major challenging work in the computational grid. The major objective of resource allocation in grid is effective scheduling of tasks and in turn the reduction in execution time. Hence the resource allocation must consider some specific characteristics of the resources, tasks and then decide the metrics to be used accordingly. Ant algorithm, which is one of the heuristic algorithm suits well for the allocation and scheduling in grid environment. In this paper, a Grid Resource Allocation based on Ant Algorithm (GRAAA) is proposed. The simulation result shows that the proposed algorithm is capable of producing high quality allocation of grid resources to tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Resource allocation and task scheduling are fundamental issues in achieving high performance in grid computing systems. However, it is a big challenge for efficient allocation and scheduling algorithm design and implementation. Unlike scheduling problems in conventional distributed systems, this problem is much more complex as new features of grid systems such as its dynamic nature and the high degree of heterogeneity of jobs and resources must be tackled [1] . By harmonizing and distributing the grid resources efficiently, an advanced resource allocation strategy can reduce total run time and total expense greatly and bring an optimal performance [2] [3] .
Ant algorithm is a random search algorithm, like other evolutionary Algorithms [4] . The algorithm is a new model-based bionic approach with different transition and pheromone updating rules. It is inspired in food selfenforcing foraging behaviors exhibited by ant societies. It is algorithm for solving the NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, such as TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) [3] . Then it was used in JSP (Job-shop Scheduling Problem) [5] [6], QAP (Quadratic Assignment Problem), and so on [7] .
The motivation of this paper is to develop a grid resource allocation algorithm that can perform efficiently and effectively in terms of minimizing total execution time and cost. Not only does it improve the overall performance of the system but it also adapts to the dynamic grid system. First of all, this paper proposes a Resource Oriented Ant Algorithm (ROAA) to find the optimal allocation of each resource within the dynamic grid system. Secondly, the simulation of proposed algorithm is presented using Gridsim.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, many researchers have studied several works on allocation and scheduling in grid environment. Some of the popular heuristic algorithms, which have been developed, are Min-Min [8] , the Fast Greedy [8] , Tabu Search [8] and an Ant System [9] . Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) [10] limit the pheromone range to be greater than or equal to the low bound value (Min) and smaller than or equal to the upper bound value (Max) to avoid ants to converge too soon in some ranges. [11] use multiple kinds of ant to find multiple optimal paths for network routing. The idea can be applied to find multiple available resources to balance resources utilization in job scheduling. In [12] , the scalability of ant algorithm is validated, a simple Grid simulation architecture and design of ant algorithm suitable for Grid task scheduling is proposed.
III. GRID RESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED ON
ANT ALGORITHM (GRAAA)
The GRAAA is a resource allocation framework, which comprises user, resource broker, resources and Grid Information Services (GIS). It adopts ant colony as major allocation strategy as shown in Fig The interaction among various entities of system model is as follow:
Step 1: Resource registration to GIS takes place. Step2: User submit task with complete specification to resource broker through grid portal.
Step3: Task Agent (TA) places all submitted tasks in a task set and activates Resource Discovery Agent (RDA).
Step4: RDA queries GIS regarding resources.
Step5: GIS returns the static attribute of resources such as number of machines, number of processing elements (PE), MIPS (Million Instruction Per second) rating of each PE, allocation policy.
Step6: RDA send query to registered resources for their availability status.
Step7: RDA gets the status information and makes it available to TA.
Step8: TA, by deploying ant algorithm, select a resource for next task assignment and dispatch the task to selected resource through RDA.
Step9: After task execution, results are received from resources and are returned to user by TA.
IV. RESOURCE ORIENTED ANT ALGORITHM
(ROAA)
Ant algorithm [3] is inspired on an analogy with real life behavior of a colony of ants when looking for food, and is effective algorithm for the solution of many combinatorial optimization problems. Investigations show that: Ant has the ability of finding an optimal path from nest to food. On the way of ants moving, they lay some pheromone on the ground. While an isolated ant moves essentially at random, an ant encountering a previously laid trail can detect it and decide with high probability to follow it, thus reinforcing the trail with its own pheromone. The probability of ant chooses a way is proportion to the concentration of a way's pheromone. To a way, the more ants choose, the way has denser pheromone, and the denser pheromone attracts more ants. Through this positive feedback mechanism, ant can find an optimal way finally.
In ROAA, the pheromone is associated with resources rather than path. The increase or decrease of pheromone depends on task status at resources. The main objective of algorithm is reduction in total cost and execution time.
Let the number of tasks (ants) in task set T maintained by task agent is P and the number of registered resources is Q . ( ) ( )
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If (Any task completion or failure occurs) then
Update pheromone intensity of corresponding resource and transition probability of all registered resources.
End End

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We analyze the ROAA using GridSim simulator [13] . Resource and tasks used in simulation are modeled as shown in Table1. The proposed algorithm is compared with the algorithm already used in GridSim. This algorithm selects the next resource for task assignment in a random fashion (RandomAlgorithm). Other simulation parameters are:
In our simulation, we use 10 heterogeneous grid resources and we run a simulation at five levels of workloads-50 tasks, 100 tasks, 150 tasks, 200 tasks and 250 tasks. Each task is submitted into grid system randomly. Fig.  2 and Fig. 3 show that system using ROAA outperforms system using RandomAlgorithm in terms of execution time and cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described grid resource allocation using an ant algorithm. The results of the experiments are also presented and the strengths of the algorithm are investigated. The simulation results demonstrate that the ROAA algorithm increases performance in terms of reduction in total execution time and cost. In future work, we plan to add the applications of ant level load balancing in addition to implementing this mechanism in a more realistic environment.
